At Cargill Starches, Sweeteners and Texturizers Europe, we are working to nourish the world in a safe, responsible and sustainable way and drive positive change across our supply chains. This includes creating a more sustainable corn and wheat supply chain and also creating more sustainable production.

**75%**
We commit to source **75%** of our raw materials sustainably by 2025.

**SAI Farm Sustainability Assessment**
We will deliver sustainable sourcing through the SAI Farm Sustainability Assessment. This will be to SAI FSA Silver level.

**30%**
We commit to **reduce Scope 3 emissions by 30% per ton** of product sold by 2030 vs 2017.

**300km**
We aim to **source within 300km of Cargill Sweeteners European plants**, in order to connect and support farmers and their local communities.

**99%**
We have an **extensive European plant network** reducing the transport distances needed for end products to reach customers. **Circularity is our watchword**, as we strive to transform **99%** of the raw materials we use into value-added ingredients for food and biindustrial uses.

We transport a significant amount of the corn and wheat we procure by **barge and rail** taking lorries off the road reducing our footprint.

We have established projects with UK, French and Belgian wheat farmers to identify soil health actions to help reduce their Greenhouse Gas footprint.

We commit to **reduce Scope 1 and 2 Greenhouse Gas emissions by 10%**, vs 2017 achieved through energy conservation and certification (ISO 14 001 and ISO 50 001), cogeneration and on and offsite renewable energy.